
Math 513: Guidelines for Oral Final Exam

Professor Karen E Smith

April 20, 2012

General Stuff.

1. Each student will be scheduled 30 minutes. I expect many will spill later, as it is fun
and very hard to do much in 30 minutes. [Ideally, I’d like 2 hours per student. Obviously
this is impossible.]

2. You may use any source at all in preparing for this test: other classmates, professors,
the textbook or other textbooks, wikipedia, even math stack exchange (though you are not
encouraged to do so, particularly)!

3. You may bring an audience for the exam or come alone. If you bring an audience
of cardinality greater than one, we will likely move to a public location, likely the Nesbitt
Room. If you want an audience but don’t bring your own, we can go to the Nesbitt room
in any case.

4. The exam will likely be very different for different students, and you will have a
lot of freedom. If you show up charged up to tell me lots of interesting things, I may just
listen. If you have little to volunteer, that’s OK too, I’ll ask more questions.

5. For a really top grade in Math 513, you will probably have to do something beyond
the regular course material (“easy” questions below). This could mean figuring out some
cool section of the text (or any other source) related to the material of the course, or
for example, following up on some of the “harder” questions below. However, if you are
stumbling on the basic stuff, we won’t get to those. It is much better to spend time figuring
out the “easy” stuff (which by the way, is definitely not actually easy), than preparing
additional or more difficult problems.

6. It is better to say “Next question, please” instead of trying to BS through something
you are not solid on. Deeper competence on fewer topics is highly preferred to mediocrity
on many. Fluently answering every “easy question” is an A.
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Some Possible Sample Questions:

“Easy”:

1. Define .... R-module, the Galois group of an extension, Jordan form, prime ideal,
domain, solvable group.......

2. Give an example of ...... a ring that is not a field, a prime ideal that is not maximal, an
extension that is not Galois, a matrix that does not have a Jordan form, a number
which is not expressible in radicals, a polygon that is not constructible, a ring in
which unique factorization fails, a module in which every element is torsion ....

3. Compute..... the Galois group of a certain polynomial (eg, x2 + 5x + 10 over Q),
the cokernel of a certain matrix, the rank of a certain module, the Jordan form of a
certain matrix, the minimal polynomial of a certain matrix....

4. Classify.... the abelian groups of a certain order, the nilpotent 3 × 3 matrices up to
similarity, the cyclic F [x]-modules.....

5. State....the structure structure theorem for modules over a PID, the Galois corre-
spondence.....

6. Prove.......the Galois group of a polynomial of degree n embeds in Sn, a matrix
has minimal polynomial equal to characteristic polynomial if and only if the corre-
sponding F [x]-module is cyclic....a matrix is similar to its transpose, 3

√
7 is not a

constructible number

7. Explain..... the Galois action on the set of intermediate fields and the relation with
normal subgroups, the outline of the proof of the insolvability in radicals of the
quintic, how to derive the rational canonical form from the structure theorem for
modules over a PID, how to construct a field of fractions for any domain......

Harder, only for those appear to be able to fluently answer any easy question:

1. Let K be the splitting field of Xn − a over Q, in which λ is chosen so that this
polynomial is irreducible. Find a condition under which the its Galois group over Q is

isomorphic to the subgroup of 2× 2 matrices of the form

(
a b
0 1

)
in GL(Zn). Explicitly

find a chain of subgroups exhibiting the solvability of this equation.

2. Let G be any group of automorphisms of a field F . Explore the induced action of G

on RF = F [x] where G acts trivially on the variable. For example, does this action induce
an action on the set of ideals? On the set of prime ideals? On the set of maximal ideals?
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Does it induce a map on the set Spec RF . Is this map continuous in the Zariski topology?
Now, say that G is the Galois group for some Galois extension L ⊂ F . Let m ⊂ RL be a
maximal ideal, and let mRF denote the ideal generated by the image of m in the larger
ring RF . Is mRF necessarily maximal? Show that mRF decomposes as an intersection of
maximal ideals and that G acts on this set. Characterize the maximality of mRF in terms
of the Galois action. [Hint: start by looking at the maximal ideal (x2 + 1) of R[x].] Any
thoughts if we look at similar questions for polynomial rings in more variables?

3. Galois Actions on Varieties. Fix a collection of polynomials {gλ}{λ∈Λ} in Q[x1, . . . , xn].
For any field extension K of Q, define

X(K) := V({gλ}) ⊂ Kn

to be the set of points (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Kn satisfying gλ(a1, . . . , an) = 0 for all λ ∈ Λ. That
is, X(K) is the set of all common zeros, in Kn, of the polynomials {gλ}{λ∈Λ}. (You have
studied this before for K = C.) We can think of X as a “functor”

{Extensions of Q} → {Sets}

K 7→ X(K).

Explore this functor, and how it interacts with the Galois group of K/Q. Explain how
the Galois group of K over Q acts on X(K) in a natural way. More generally, for an
intermediate field Q ⊂ L ⊂ K, what about the action of Gal(K/L) acts on X(K)? What
can you say about the fixed points of this action? Describe the real points X(R) as the set
points of X(C) fixed by coordinate-wise conjugation. More generally, if you know what a
quotient space is in topology, explain how there is a map X(K)→ X(K)/G in which each
point is sent to its Galois orbit.

4. Projective Space. Fix any field F and any vector space V of dimension n+ 1 over F .
Define the vector space P(V ) to be the set of one dimensional lines in V . Explore this set,
in any way you like. Topologically: For specific F , it is a real (smooth) manifold and/or
complex manifold and/or variety if you know what these words are. For arbitrary F , one
can even define a “Zariski topology” on P(V ) (Hint: the closed sets are common zero sets
of homogeneous polynomials in n+ 1 variables. See my book ”An invitation to Algebraic
Geometry” for an explanation.) Group-theoretically: it has a natural action of GL(n+ 1)
on it–what can you say about this? If G is a finite group and V is a representation of
G, is there an induced action on P(V )? If V is irreducible as a G-rep, what does this say
about the G-action on P(V )? Changing gears, any thoughts on the set of d-dimensional
subspaces of V ?

5. Galois Actions on Representations. Let G be a finite group. Let V be a rep-
resentation of G defined over Q (for example, the regular representation of G from 512).
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Considered as a representation over Q, we know from 512 exactly how V decomposes into
irreducibles. Come up with a notion of a representation “being defined over” an interme-
diate field K, Q ⊂ K ⊂ Q. For some specific small G and specific representations (say, the
rotation representation of Z4 for starters) can you determine the smallest K over which
the irreducible components of the regular representation are defined? In general, explain
why there is always a smallest K. Is it a finite extension of Q? Show that the Galois group
of K/Q acts naturally on the set of a subrepresentations of V , as does the Galois group
of any intermediate field K/L What are the fixed points of this action? Using the orbit-
stabilizer theorem, are there any interesting conclusion you might make about the minimal
field K over which a particular representation is defined and some of the combinatorics of
the irreducibles appearing in the decomposition of V over Q

6. Anything at all that catches your eye in the textbook or elsewhere, from a section not
covered, as long as it’s relevant to the course. Explore and explain.
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